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AXL44 HX AXL55 HX

Outer width (cm) 950                            

555                            Outer depth (cm)

                           Outer height (cm) 290 

                           Builded area (m2) 38

                           Weight (w/o side walls, w. acc.) (kg) 52

                           Inner height (cm) 265

                           Height of entrance (cm) 200

                           Tube diameter (cm) 24

                           Efficient roof area (m2 / %) 28 / 73
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AXION Hexa is the newest member of the AXION family. 
This inflatable tent comes in a hexagonal base shape that 
provides a large area of 56 sqm. It is the perfect solution 
for events where a “rectangular” base is needed and the 
“neck” of the connection tunnel causes difficulty. You can 
add walls to all sides or add tunnels to connect to other  
ents of the same or different size. All six openings can be 
equipped with a visor. The zip-off cover, walls, visors and 
the entire inflatable structure can be printed in full color 
dye sublimation upon demand.
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Packing bag                            

Fits to ordinary passenger car yes                            

Persons needed for installation  2                            

Time needed for installation (min) 15                            

Maximum wind resistance (km/h) 84                            

Use wind limit anchored (km/h) 51                            

Use wind limit with balast bags (km/h) 22                            
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220V or 12 V blower                           

TOP or BASE LED light (white/RGB)                           

Water /Sand ballast bags                           

Variable types of side walls                           

Visors                           

Options

Extra roof with different design                           

                           

Scope of standard delivery
                           

Inflatable frame incl. horizontal 
beams, changeable roof, transport

bag, steel anchoring set, 
adjustable ropes, 220V pump, 
spare leg bladder and valves, 

repair kit

                     

                      

                                           

                                          

                     

AXL44 HX AXL55 HX

Horizontal beams                            

Zip-pff changeable roof                            

Reversible walls                            

Dye sublimation print on roof                            

Dye sublimation print on walls                            

Fully serviceable by user                            

Reserve bladder included yes                           

Repair kit included                            
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Scope of use indoor /outdoor                           

Material POLYTEX 100% polyester / TPU                            

Flame retardancy EN 13501 - 1 on request                           

2000 mm                            Water resistance
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